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Abstract 29 

Background Artificial neural networks show promising performance in automatic 30 

segmentation of cardiac MRI. However, training requires large amounts of annotated data and 31 

generalization to different vendors, field strengths, sequence parameters, and pathologies is 32 

limited. Transfer learning addresses this challenge, but specific recommendations regarding 33 

type and amount of data required is lacking. In this study we assess data requirements for 34 

transfer learning to experimental cardiac MRI at 7T where the segmentation task can be 35 

challenging. In addition, we provide guidelines, tools, and annotated data to enable transfer 36 

learning approaches by other researchers and clinicians. 37 

Methods A publicly available segmentation model was used to annotate a publicly available 38 

data set. This labelled data set was subsequently used to train a neural network for 39 

segmentation of left ventricle and myocardium in cardiac cine MRI. The network is used as 40 

starting point for transfer learning to 7T cine data of healthy volunteers (n=22; 7873 images). 41 

Structured and random data subsets of different sizes were used to systematically assess data 42 

requirements for successful transfer learning. 43 

Results Inconsistencies in the publically available data set were corrected, labels created, and 44 

a neural network trained. On 7T cardiac cine images the initial model achieved 45 

DICELV=0.835 and DICEMY=0.670. Transfer learning using 7T cine data and ImageNet 46 

weight initialization improved model performance to DICELV=0.900 and DICEMY=0.791. 47 

Using only end-systolic and end-diastolic images reduced training data by 90%, with no 48 

negative impact on segmentation performance (DICELV=0.908, DICEMY=0.805). 49 

Conclusions This work demonstrates and quantifies the benefits of transfer learning for 50 

cardiac cine image segmentation. We provide practical guidelines for researchers planning 51 

transfer learning projects in cardiac MRI and make data, models and code publicly available. 52 
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Background 57 

Image segmentation, which is of great interest in cardiac magnetic resonance imaging is 58 

applied to partition acquired images into functionally meaningful regions, allowing the 59 

extraction of quantitative static measures such as myocardial mass, left ventricle (LV) 60 

volume, right ventricle (RV) volume, and wall thickness, as well as dynamic measures such 61 

as wall motion and the ejection fraction (EF). Cardiac cine MRI is the accepted gold standard 62 

for this assessment of cardiac function1 and anatomy and is therefore of paramount clinical 63 

importance2,3. Proper segmentation of such data sets is a tedious and time-consuming process 64 

that has increasingly been tackled using various deep learning approaches4-7. 65 

Artificial neural networks have been shown to outperform other methods on several high 66 

profile image analysis benchmarks and, thus, so-called deep learning models have become 67 

state-of-the-art for a wide variety of computer vision tasks. Multiple factors like the wide 68 

application area of deep learning, available compute power, and increasing investments as 69 

well as user-friendly open source software have enabled a rapid development of the field of 70 

artificial intelligence. This led to ever increasing applications in medical imaging such as 71 

MRI8 where tasks nowadays range from data acquisition and image reconstruction9-11, image 72 

restoration12,13, to image registration14,15, segmentation16-19 as well as classification20,21 and 73 

outcome prediction22,23.  74 

There is consensus in the field that the limited availability of labelled or annotated data due to 75 

data access, privacy issues, missing data harmonization, and data protection is one of the main 76 

obstacles for future clinical applications of deep neural networks17,19,24. While some resources 77 

like the UK Biobank25 already exist to address this issue, the high quality standards and the 78 

amount of work required to organize and maintain such a resource makes data access 79 

expensive. In addition, such data may already exceed the quality that is available in clinical 80 
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routine cardiac MRI. This leads to neural networks, which perform very well for a very 81 

specific task within a confined data space, where training and testing data share the same 82 

distribution. However, these networks usually lack generalization capabilities. While methods 83 

such as data augmentation, transfer learning, weakly-, self-supervised, and unsupervised 84 

learning have been applied to overcome the issue of small datasets in research, it is unclear 85 

how much data is really required in order to create a well-generalizing network or to apply 86 

transfer learning.  87 

In this work, we aim to enable researchers and clinicians in cardiology to apply deep learning- 88 

based segmentation models in their respective research by providing guidelines and easily 89 

accessible tools as well as annotated data for transfer learning. We create labels for a public 90 

data set, the Data Science Bowl Cardiac Challenge Data26 (further referred to as Kaggle data 91 

set) which, at this point, does not have segmentation labels. We further create a base network 92 

for LV segmentation using these labels and evaluate its performance on 7T human cine data. 93 

In addition, we assess if transfer learning improves model performance for the 7T 94 

segmentation task and analyze how much and which data is required. The framework 95 

provided in this study in combination with access to scripts and the data used, will enable 96 

researchers to reproduce our results and apply deep learning based segmentation in their 97 

respective field.  98 

  99 
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Methods 100 

The Kaggle Data Set 101 

As mentioned above, cardiac MRI is the gold standard for the assessment of cardiac function, 102 

a key indicator of cardiac disease. The 2015 Data Science Bowl challenged participants to 103 

create an algorithm for automatic assessment of end-systolic and end-diastolic volumes (ESV 104 

and EDV) and thus, ejection fraction, based on cardiac cine MRI. The data set consists of a 105 

training, a validation, and a test set and once the challenge has ended, all sets and their 106 

corresponding volume information (end-systolic and end-diastolic) was made available for 107 

research and academic pursuits, leading to a total of 1140 “annotated” cardiac MRI 108 

examinations of normal and abnormal cardiac function. Images are in DICOM format 109 

resolving up to 30 phases of the cardiac cycle. While we will focus on short axis images in 110 

this study, the Kaggle data set also contains alternative views. Examinations were done on 1.5 111 

T and 3.0 T systems (Siemens Magnetom Aera and Skyra, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, 112 

Germany) with applications of both FLASH and TrueFISP sequences. An overview of the 113 

complete data set and its variation in patient data and sequence parameters is given in Table 1. 114 

Data Curation 115 

The complete data set is a compilation of real, clinical data from several sites and as such, 116 

subject to inconsistencies within individual examinations. Those can be a combination of: 117 

� missing time points 118 

� inconsistent slice spacing 119 

� inconsistent image dimension 120 

� repeat measurements (identical slice location) 121 

� scaled images 122 

� image rotations 123 
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Prior to the application of the published segmentation network of Bai et al.4 we performed 124 

data curation, correcting inconsistencies in all but 8 examinations. More detailed information 125 

and curated data can be found in the online repository (https://github.com/chfc-cmi/cmr-seg-126 

tl, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3876351). 127 

  128 

Creating Labels 129 

Once the data was corrected for inconsistencies we ran the Python based segmentation model 130 

of Bai et al. for the complete data set, generating RV, LV, and blood pool labels as well as LV 131 

ESV and EDV volumes. ESV and EDV values were then compared to the ground truth values 132 

provided by Kaggle in order to determine the accuracy of the network prediction. Based on 133 

this comparison we created confidence sets where the predicted values were in the range of 134 

±5% (p5), ±10% (p10), and ±15% (p15) of the true value. Respectively, these sets contained 135 

175, 520, and 763 examinations and 54540, 162480, and 238350 images. All scores (label 136 

versus ground truth) for ESV and EDV values are listed in the online repository.      137 

 138 

Hardware 139 

In order to deal with the extensive computation demands we used a custom workstation and a 140 

high performance cluster, both with graphical processing units. Details are given in the online 141 

repository. 142 

 143 

Framework - Deep neural network 144 

All implementations were realized using Pytorch27 and fastai28 V1. Training of neural 145 

networks (U-Net29 architectures with varying backbones: Restnet3430, ResNet5031, and 146 

VGG1632) was performed using fastai’s implementation of the one cycle policy33 with 147 

adjusted learning rates (lr) and the confidence sets p5, p10, and p15.  148 
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 149 

Parameter Search 150 

During the parameter search, we evaluated the influence of different training parameters on 151 

the efficacy of the trained model. Training speeds of the varying models and their 152 

architectures is given in the online repository. Training with a weight-decay of 0.02 and a 153 

batch-size of 32 was done for 30 epochs with frozen weights (lr = 1e-4) and another 30 epochs 154 

with unfrozen weights  (lr = 1e-5). Details regarding frozen and unfrozen weights are provided 155 

in the online repository. The smallest training set (p5) was used initially, image size was 156 

256x256, and moderate data augmentation transforms (s1: flip [none], rotation [20°], lighting 157 

[0.4], zoom [1.2], padding [zeros]) were applied.  158 

In order to avoid an extensive parameter grid search, we assessed parameter dependent 159 

performance changes in incremental steps. After each step, we determined the best-160 

performing model using EF predictions and introduced subsequent parameter variations on 161 

this respective model.   162 

In the first step we evaluated the influence of the architecture (VGG16, ResNet34, ResNet50) 163 

compared to the fully convolutional Network by Bai et al4. trained on UKBB data (further 164 

referred to as UKBB model). Due to memory limitations, we had to reduce the batch size for 165 

training of the VGG16 and the ResNet50 models.  166 

In the second step, we assessed variations in the loss function such as cross-entropy (default), 167 

generalized DICE34, and focal loss. In the third and last step we evaluated the influence of the 168 

number of training images using the confidence sets p5, p10, and p15.  169 

We assessed the influence of training data resolution, training a model with lower input 170 

resolution (128x128, r34_CE_p5_128). Details are provided in the online repository.  171 

 172 
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Data Augmentation 173 

Since transfer learning applications assessed in this study are based on 7T data we expect 174 

somewhat different image contrast and artefacts compared to conventional, clinical datasets. 175 

In addition, we intended to account for the heterogeneous training data, which led to the 176 

following set of augmentations for the initial networks (s1: flip [none], rotation [20°], lighting 177 

[0.4], zoom [1.2], padding [zeros]). Further, we aimed to introduce some robustness to forms 178 

of data variations, such as 90°-rotations and flips (left-right) using more extensive data 179 

augmentation (s2: flip [Left-Right], rotation [90°], lighting [0.4], zoom [1.2], padding 180 

[zeros]). In order to test the efficacy of these transforms we trained a new model 181 

(r34_CE_p5_s2) and compared EF predictions on a dataset including rotated and flipped 182 

images retained during the data curation process.  183 

 184 

Transfer Learning 185 

All assessments regarding transfer learning to 7T data are done using model: r34_CE_p5_s2. 186 

As initial point of comparison we used the UKBB model to create labels for 7T data, in order 187 

to assess generalization capability of a model, which was trained on a very homogeneous data 188 

set (UKBB). 189 

Following approval of the local ethics committee (7/17-SC), n=22 (14 female, 8 male) were 190 

examined using a 7T whole body MRI system (Siemens MAGNETOM Terra, Erlangen, 191 

Germany) and a 1TX/16RX thorax coil (MRI Tools, Berlin, Germany)35. Written informed 192 

consent was obtained prior to all measurements. Patient age was 22-53 years, body weight 52-193 

95 kg, and height: 151-185cm. For triggering, both the integrated ECG and an external 194 

acoustic triggering system (MRI Tools, Berlin, Germany) were used in order to synchronize 195 

measurements with the heartbeat, choosing whichever method provided a more stable trigger 196 

signal during the examination. Images were obtained during initial sequence implementation 197 
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and optimization for 7T cardiac MRI using a cardiovascular (CV) GRE cine-sequence and 198 

protocol parameters therefore vary to some degree. The parameters were: TE = 3.57ms, FOV 199 

= 340 mm x 320 mm, interpolated voxel size = 0.66 x 0.66 x 6 mm, GRAPPA acceleration 200 

factors: R = 2 and R = 3. Depending on the heart rate 6-11 segments and 20-35 cardiac phases 201 

were measured using retrospective gating. Short axis CINE stacks for volumetric evaluation 202 

varied in the number of slices (14-17) and multiple breath-holds (~13s) were necessary to 203 

acquire the whole stack. Images were assigned into training, validation and test sets (14, 5, 3 204 

subjects and 5076, 1842, 955 images, respectively). All images were manually segmented by 205 

an expert radiologist (TR). Three data sets of the test set were additionally segmented by an 206 

expert cardiologist (WS), in order to obtain an estimate of interobserver-variability.    207 

 208 

Starting Point for Model Training - 7T Human 209 

To assess the efficacy of transfer learning for LV segmentation based on clinical 1.5T and 3T 210 

data and experimental (human) 7T data, we compare models with varying degrees of training 211 

and transfer learning. Using a U-Net architecture with a ResNet34 backbone (r34_CE_p5_s2), 212 

we generated the following three models: 213 

1) initialization with random weights (R) 214 

2) initialization with ImageNet-weights – transfer learning 1 (TL) 215 

3) Model 2, pre-trained on Kaggle data - transfer learning 2  (TL2) 216 

All models were used to generate predictions for the 7T test set.  217 

Model performance was always evaluated using the Soerensen-DICE36 coefficient between 218 

predictions and respective ground truth labels. 219 

 220 
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Data Requirements for Model Training - 7T Human 221 

To assess how much and what data is required for convergence of a model we trained all 222 

models (R, TL, TL2) with subsets of the training data. These subsets were created in two 223 

ways:  224 

1) Complete subject data (all slices and all phases) from either 14, 7, 3, 1 subjects 225 

(5076, 2626, 1001, 306 images, respectively); Partial subject data (only end-systolic 226 

and end-diastolic images) from all subjects (448 images) 227 

2) Shuffle all images once, create a list of images (1-5076), and generate subsets 228 

corresponding to the respective image numbers from subset 1, always starting the 229 

count with image #1 230 

When training with subsets, the model is exposed to a smaller number of images in every 231 

epoch. We therefore increased the number of epochs for the subsets to correct for this effect.  232 

 233 

Results 234 

Framework - Deep neural network 235 

Parameter Search 236 

Results of the parameter search are illustrated in Figure 1, showing the absolute distance 237 

between the EF predictions based on model segmentation and ground truth data provided by 238 

Kaggle. Overall, the impact of parameter variation on model performance was small (3.64-239 

4.06% mean distance to ground truth EF).  240 

In a first approach to interpret these results, we compared varying architectures, such as 241 

ResNet34, ResNet50, and VGG16 with the UKBB model (Figure 1A). All models led to 242 

lower mean and median distance values compared to the UKBB model (table 2). The lowest 243 
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median distance values were found using a ResNet50 (2.79%), while the lowest mean 244 

distance values were found using a ResNet34 (3.64%). Differences in the absolute distance 245 

between the models (r34, r50) were rather small (Δ0.08%), however. Considering 246 

computational demand, we selected the ResNet34. 247 

In the next step of the parameter search we evaluated model performance using varying loss 248 

functions, namely cross-entropy, generalized DICE, and focal loss (Figure 1B). Using the 249 

generalized DICE score led to the highest mean (3.93%) and median (3.07%) distance values. 250 

Median distance values were similar for cross-entropy and focal loss (2.87% vs 2.86%), while 251 

the mean distance value was lowest using cross-entropy (3.64%).  252 

We thus selected cross-entropy for the next step of the parameter search, where we evaluated 253 

model performance using varying confidence sets: 5%, 10%, 15% (Figure 1C). Using the 254 

various confidence sets only slightly affected median distance values (2.87%, 2.89%, 2.91%). 255 

Based on EF predictions the model: r34_CE_p5_s1 performed best achieving a mean distance 256 

value of 3.64%. 257 

 258 

Data Augmentation 259 

Figure 2 shows the performance of our models on the image set containing rotated images, 260 

plus the performance of an additional model where data augmentation allowed left-right flips, 261 

as well as rotations of up to 90°. Median and mean absolute distance values were lowest 262 

(3.06%, 4.08%) using the model with extended data augmentation (r34_CE_p5_s2).   263 

 264 

Transfer Learning 265 

Exemplary cine images from the Kaggle and the 7T cine data set as well as respective data 266 

augmentation are shown in Error! Reference source not found.A and 3B. While the Kaggle 267 

data set includes images with varying field of views and resolution, the 7T data is consistent.  268 
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 269 

Figure 4 presents the inter-observer variability as difference of LV volume within each image 270 

in ml for all slices and phases of the 7T human cine test set (n=3). The slice count starts with 271 

0 at the most apical slice and moves towards the most basal slice with increasing slice 272 

number. Overall expert 2 achieved DICELV = 0.94 and DICEMY = 0.81 and deviations in LV 273 

volume of individual images were lower than ±5 ml in all but one image (set 3, slice 12, phase 274 

4). Compared to expert 1, who labelled our training data, and expert 2 the AI model achieved 275 

DICELV = 0.90, DICEMY = 0.79 as well as DICELV = 0.91, DICEMY = 0.81. Deviations in LV 276 

volume of individual images were smaller than 5 ml in >95% of the cases. Exemplary 277 

predictions of the AI and deviations to expert 1 are shown in Figure 5. All apical slices 278 

labelled by the AI were in excellent agreement with that of our experts. The largest deviations 279 

between AI and both experts was found for the very basal slice where myocardial tissue 280 

moves in and out of plane throughout the cardiac cycle. 281 

 282 

Starting Point for Model Training 283 

Results of model training using varying degrees of transfer learning are displayed in Figure 6. 284 

Plotted are the DICE scores for the left ventricle and the myocardium in dependence of the 285 

number of images seen during training, showing performance and overall convergence for the 286 

three models analyzed. All curves have been smoothed to increase interpretability. Respective 287 

plots of the raw data are shown in the online repository.  288 

Starting with the full data set, there are clear differences in starting points (DICE after first 289 

epoch), convergence speed, and peak performance (highest performance reached) for the three 290 

models.  291 

R: Random weight initialization followed by training using 7T data led to the: 292 

• lowest starting points with DICELV ~ 0.57 and DICEMY ~ 0.25 293 
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• lowest convergence speed, reaching plateau values after 100.000 images 294 

• lowest peak performance with DICELV ~ 0.89 and DICEMY ~0.77 295 

TL: ImageNet weight initialization followed by training using 7T data led to the: 296 

• starting points of DICELV ~ 0.77 and DICEMY ~ 0.51 297 

• higher convergence speed, reaching plateau values after 50.000-60.000 images 298 

• higher peak performance with DICELV: 0.91 and DICEMY: 0.79 299 

TL2: ImageNet weight initialization, pre-trained (Kaggle data), re-trained 7T data led to the: 300 

• highest starting points with DICELV ~ 0.90 and DICEMY ~ 0.78 301 

• higher convergence speed, reaching plateau values after 40.000-50.000 images 302 

• higher peak performance with DICELV: 0.92 and DICEMY: 0.81 303 

 304 

Data Requirements for Model Training 305 

Results of model training using varying degrees of transfer learning and a smaller amount of 306 

training data are displayed in Figure 6 as well. The full training data set consists of 14 307 

volunteers, while the subsets consist of 7, 3, and 1 volunteer. For the most part, curves follow 308 

the trend described for the full data set, while each reduction in volunteers led to lower 309 

starting points. Peak performances remain similar with a reduction to 7 volunteers, but drop 310 

using subset n3, in particular for models R and TL. Only for a very small number of training 311 

images (n1) peak performances are higher for model R (DICELV: 0.86; DICEMY: 0.72) 312 

compared to TL (DICELV: 0.83; DICEMY: 0.70).  313 

For small subsets, such as n3 and n1, starting points as well as peak performances of all 314 

models is higher using the random selection of training images instead of all images from a 315 

set (3/1) of volunteers. The same trend is shown for the set n7 using models R and TL.  316 

Using only end-systolic and end-diastolic images led to similar convergence speed and peak 317 

performance regarding DICE scores compared to the full data set (RLV,MY: 0.90, 0.77; 318 
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TLLV,MY: 0.90, 0.78; TL2
LV,MY: 0.92, 0.81 versus RLV,MY: 0.89, 0.77; TL LV,MY: 0.91, 0.79; TL2

 319 

LV,MY: 0.92, 0.81). In addition, the selection of end-systolic and end-diastolic images led to 320 

increased DICE-scores as starting points, fast convergence, and higher peak performance for 321 

all models, when compared to the same number of randomly selected images.  322 

 323 

  324 
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Discussion 325 

In this study, we successfully used a specialized, publicly available model4 to produce labels 326 

for a public data set of clinical 1.5 and 3T cardiac cine MRI, enabling access to more 327 

annotated data. Based on these labels we created a basic AI model, other researchers can use 328 

for their individual segmentation tasks. In addition, we applied transfer learning to 329 

segmentation of 7T human cine data, demonstrating that models based on these labels and a 330 

moderate amount of new domain data enable state-of-the-art segmentation results.  331 

One of the obstacles to get started in deep learning based segmentation is the large amount of 332 

annotated data required to train an initial model. In this study we circumvent this problem by 333 

using the public Kaggle data set, to which we provide labels. The quality of these labels was 334 

evaluated using the volume information (end-systolic and end-diastolic volumes) included in 335 

the original Kaggle data set. Therefore, careful data curation had to be applied to avoid data 336 

inconsistencies (slice spacing, changes in image dimensions and image resolution, as well as 337 

missing slices) within individual patients. In addition, we found that label quality was 338 

connected to image orientation and image resolution. Scores (mean distance between labels 339 

and Kaggle “ground truth”), data curation scripts, as well as labels are provided in the online 340 

repository, enabling future use in other studies. We want to point out that label quality and 341 

accuracy was assessed via comparison to volume information only, with rare exceptions of 342 

visual confirmation. Thresholds of 5%, 10%, and 15% (deviation to the “ground truth”) for 343 

the subsets used in this study were chosen arbitrarily. With 54540, 162480, and 239350 344 

images respectively, we assumed these three sets to provide the reasonable compromise 345 

between label accuracy and label quantity needed to assess data requirements in this specific 346 

transfer learning application.  347 

Based on the now annotated data we trained initial segmentation models with varying 348 

architectures (ResNet34, ResNet50, VGG16), varying loss functions (cross-entropy, 349 
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generalized DICE, focal loss), varying training sets (p5, p10, p15). The final model we 350 

selected was a ResNet34, using cross-entropy as a loss function, and the p5 set for training 351 

with an image resolution of 256x256. While we selected this model based on performance 352 

(mean distance to ground truth EF), overall impacts of parameter variations (3.64-4.06% 353 

mean distance to ground truth EF) were rather small. Similar to the use in this study, 354 

researchers or clinicians can use this model as a starting point for their respective transfer 355 

learning applications.  356 

Considering the performance of this model on 7T human cine data (DICELV: 0.84, DICEMY: 357 

0.67), generalization capability appears limited. This is also true for the UKBB model (7T 358 

human cine, DICELV: 0.67, DICEMY: 0.52). As the authors4 point out, the UKBB model was 359 

“trained on a single data set, the UK Biobank dataset, which is a relatively homogenous 360 

dataset” and might therefore “not generalize well to other vendor or sequence datasets”. With 361 

respect to the performance on 7T data this just means that, compared to the UKBB dataset, 362 

the Kaggle data set contains image patterns and characteristics more similar to the 7T data we 363 

acquired. In addition, it emphasizes why improvements in generalization37-39 are needed and 364 

why we applied an additional step of transfer learning to 7T data.  365 

Due to differences in training data our initial models based on UKBB labels outperformed the 366 

UKBB model on the Kaggle data. While the UKBB model was trained on the homogeneous 367 

UKBB data, our models were trained on the heterogeneous Kaggle data itself. In addition, we 368 

applied data augmentation with respect to rotations and contrast and used only Kaggle data 369 

with the most accurate (top 15%) labels.         370 

While multiple studies4,5,26,40 have demonstrated great image segmentation results for one 371 

specific dataset, these models have not been tested on other datasets or initially lack 372 

generalization capability. In this study, we show that transfer learning leads to improved 373 

model performance. DICE scores achieved on 7T human cine data prior to and after transfer 374 
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learning were DICELV: 0.84, DICEMY: 0.67 and DICELV: 0.92, DICEMY: 0.81, respectively. 375 

This was comparable to human inter-observer variability (DICELV: 0.94 and DICEMY: 0.81) 376 

and is within the range of state-of-the-art results, despite the relatively small set of training 377 

data19. In addition, inter-observer-variability in EDV (3.5%) and ESV (10.5%) between our 378 

model and the expert radiologist are in good agreement with literature reports (EDV: 2.5-379 

5.3%, ESV: 6.8-13.9%)41 based on SSFP CMR imaging. 380 

Typically, segmentation of the left ventricle is done to evaluate ejection fraction, a clinically 381 

used parameter. In this study we show that the model based volume prediction on the test set 382 

is very accurate for apical, mid-cavity and basal slices, with the exception of the most basal 383 

slice, where myocardial tissue moves in and out of plane throughout the cardiac cycle. Since 384 

we do not have a “ground-truth” segmentation for the Kaggle data and no information on 385 

labelling protocols, we do not know if there is any consistency in the definition of basal slices 386 

or the inclusion or exclusion of papillary muscle.  387 

While transfer learning allows models to adapt to similar tasks and new datasets, containing 388 

new characteristics and patterns, this step also requires new labels. This aspect is often a 389 

limitation, since labelled medical data is difficult to acquire, particularly in areas that require 390 

domain-specific knowledge. In addition, the manual labelling process for high quality 391 

segmentations itself is often tedious and labor intensive. In this study we show that transfer 392 

learning applications (ImageNet weights to Kaggle data to 7T data) for cardiac cine 393 

segmentation of human 7T data can provide state-of-the-art results when training with 394 

labelled data from 7-14 volunteers (2626 – 5076 images), reaching DICELV: 0.92 and 395 

DICEMY: 0.81 as well as accurate EF values. Having labels for three volunteers (1001 images) 396 

leads to decent results (DICELV: 0.91 and DICEMY: 0.80). We consider labels for only one 397 

volunteer to be insufficient (DICELV: 0.88 and DICEMY: 0.77).  398 
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For small training datasets (n≤1001) we show that a random selection of images from 399 

multiple volunteers leads to better performance compared to the selection of all images from a 400 

smaller number of volunteers (n=3 or n=1, figure 6). Generalization capabilities of a model 401 

increase with the amount of variation provided in the training data and thus using data from a 402 

multitude of patients or volunteers, where morphology and therefore image content and 403 

contrast differ, may be more beneficial than providing the same number of more coherent 404 

images from a small number of volunteers. Furthermore we demonstrate that the number of 405 

required images can drastically be reduced (from 5076 to 448 images), using labelled data 406 

from specific heart phases, end-diastolic and end-systolic, instead of all images. This may be 407 

possible, because knowing the two extreme states of contraction the model can deal more 408 

easily with intermediate states. Considering that n=448 images (roughly two cardiac EF 409 

examinations) enable close to state-of-the-art results for cardiac cine segmentation, data 410 

requirements for transfer learning applications in closely related tasks are low. In addition, 411 

labels for end-diastolic and end-systolic images are created in routine clinical cardiac 412 

examinations and thus easily accessible. 413 

 414 

In summary, how much and which kind of data should be included in the transfer learning 415 

process should be carefully considered prior to labelling new data. In particular, the notion to 416 

provide data patient by patient may result in higher data requirements than necessary. There 417 

are various other routine cardiac MR examinations such as T2, T1, LGE, and even T2
* that 418 

require segmentation38,39,42. Transfer learning applications to image segmentation of such 419 

varying contrasts may benefit from the amount of annotated data and the framework provided 420 

in this study. 421 

With respect to future use of this annotated data we recommend researchers take the 422 

following steps: 423 
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1) use the pre-trained model we provide (r34_CE_p5_s2) 424 

2) re-train with training data from the new domain and tune hyper parameters using 425 

validation data from the new domain  426 

3) evaluate model performance on a test set from the new domain 427 

In this study, we used only the 5-15% of the most accurate kaggle labels to create our base 428 

models. Thus, researchers attempting to train their own base network using the labelled 429 

Kaggle data should always assess label quality.   430 

The experimental 7T data used in this study is not comparable to clinical cardiac MRI in 431 

patients. Future performances on clinical data should be evaluated against the Kaggle dataset. 432 

There are some limitations connected to the use of the Kaggle dataset. While there are 433 

variations in measurement parameters, such as resolution, FOV, matrix size, TE, TR, 434 

bandwidth, and slice thickness, most examinations (~90%) were done at 1.5T. In addition, all 435 

data was acquired using Siemens whole body MRI systems. Models trained using this dataset 436 

might thus not generalize well to other vendor datasets, requiring transfer learning as 437 

demonstrated in this study.   438 

Since no disease-related information is provided in the Kaggle dataset, we have no knowledge 439 

which and how many pathological patterns are currently represented in the dataset. In this 440 

study we demonstrate that transfer learning to 7T data of healthy human volunteers enables 441 

DICE scores of DICELV: 0.92 and DICEMY: 0.81. A clinical application would require a 442 

performance assessment or transfer learning for specific cardiac pathologies, both beyond the 443 

scope of this cardiology-related methodological work. 444 

Furthermore, the accuracy of the labels we created was assessed based on comparison to 445 

provided volume information only and visual confirmation of the contours may be biased, 446 

because we do not know if the provided volume information is based on consistent definitions 447 

of basal slices or the inclusion or exclusion of papillary muscle. This should be considered 448 
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when creating models based on this dataset. In general, there is a need for a standard 449 

benchmark dataset, where labels are based on standardized protocols and images are 450 

representations of diverse clinical phenotypes (diseases, vendors, field strengths, sequences, 451 

protocols). 452 

 453 

Conclusions 454 

In this study, we provide access to annotated cardiac cine MRI data, and AI models, which 455 

can be used as a starting point for transfer learning applications. Using such a base model, we 456 

demonstrate that transfer learning from clinical 1.5 and 3T cine data to 7T cine data is feasible 457 

with moderate data requirements, enabling future applications to other cardiac MRI 458 

examinations such as T2, T1, LGE, and even T2
*. Furthermore, we show that not all data has 459 

the same value with respect to transfer learning approaches and that careful selection of the 460 

training data may drastically reduce data requirements.   461 
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Table 1: Data Composition and measurement parameters of the Kaggle data 633 

Metric Count 
Male 670 

Female 470 
Age: 0-17 [years] 202 

Age: 18 – 30 [years] 173 
Age: 31-50 [years] 298 
Age: 51+ [years] 467 
Max Age [years]  88 
Min Age [years] 0.04 

  
1.5 T 1025 
3.0 T 115 

  
Metric Range 

Echo Time [ms] 1.04 - 1.54 
Repetition Time [ms] 14 - 54.72 
Bandwidth [Hz/Pixel] 915 - 1235 
Slice Thickness [mm] 5 - 8 

Matrix Size  120-608 x 160-736 
Resolution [mm] 0.59 - 1.95 

Phases 112 - 416 
634 
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Table 2: Summary statistics of absolute deviation of predicted and true EF in % for the 635 

parameter search. Sorted from lowest to highest mean value. Models are named by 636 

architecture (ResNet34: r34, ResNet50: r50, VGG16: v16), loss function (cross entropy: 637 

CE, focal, DICE), confidence set (p5, p10, p15), and data augmentation (s1, s2).   638 

Model Mean Sd Median Iqr 

r34_CE_p5_ s1 3.64 3.38 2.87 3.72 

r50_CE_p5_s1 3.71 3.73 2.79 3.70 

r34_CE_p15_s1 3.73 3.38 2.91 3.72 

r34_focal_p5_s1 3.75 3.90 2.86 3.80 

r34_CE_p10_s1 3.77 4.44 2.89 3.76 

r34_DICE_p5_s1 3.93 3.43 3.07 3.91 

v16_CE_p5_s1 4.06 4.94 3.02 3.87 

UKBB 5.42 8.83 3.72 4.34 

 639 

 640 
• Figure 1: Model evaluation during incremental parameter search. Plots show the 641 

absolute distance between the EF prediction based on model segmentation and ground 642 

truth data provided by Kaggle. The range of the y-axis is restricted for better 643 

comparability, dashed lines indicates lowest median. Model performance with A: 644 

Architectures (r34: ResNet34, r50: ResNet50, VGG16: v16, UKBB). B: Loss 645 

functions (Cross-entropy: CE, DICE, focal loss). C: Confidence sets (p5: 5%, p10: 646 

10%, p15: 15%).  647 

 648 
• Figure 2: Model evaluation based on data including rotated images. Plots show 649 

the absolute distance between the EF predictions based on model segmentation and 650 

ground truth data provided by Kaggle for all models of the parameter search, plus one 651 
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model trained with extended data augmentation (s2). Models are named by 652 

architecture (ResNet34: r34, ResNet50: r50, VGG16: v16), loss function (cross 653 

entropy: CE, focal, DICE), confidence set (p5, p10, p15), and data augmentation (s1: 654 

standard data augmentation, s2: extended data augmentation, enabling LR-flips and 655 

rotations up to 90°). 656 

 657 

• Figure 3: Exemplary cine images and respective data augmentation. Random 658 

selection of five images (top) with five data augmentation examples (bottom) for the 659 

first image of the random selection. A: Kaggle data. B: 7T human cine data.  660 

 661 

• Figure 4: Inter-observer variability. Difference in LV volume in [ml] for all slices 662 

and phases of the 7T cine images of the test set. The slice count starts with 0 at the 663 

most apical slice and moves towards the most basal slice with increasing slice number. 664 

Top: Inter-observer variability of the two experts. Middle: Inter-observer variability 665 

expert 1 (labelled training data as well) versus AI. Bottom: Inter-observer variability 666 

expert 2 versus AI. 667 

 668 
• Figure 5: Predictions of TL2 on the 7T human test set. Examples of mid-cavity 669 

segmentation results with high (top), intermediate (middle) and low (bottom) DICE 670 

scores. Images (left), with predicted classes (middle, background: purple, LV: blue, 671 

MY: yellow) and differences to the ground truth (right, LV-error: blue, MY-error: 672 

yellow) 673 

 674 

• Figure 6: Training evaluation based on the validation set. DICE scores of the left 675 

ventricle and the myocardium in 7T human cardiac cine images normalized for the 676 

number of images seen. Varying degrees of transfer learning (R: ResNet34 initialized 677 
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with random weights and trained using 7T cine images, TL: ResNet34 initialized with 678 

ImageNet weights and trained using 7T cine images, TL2: ResNet34 initialized with 679 

ImageNet weights, pre-trained on the 1.5T and 3T Kaggle cine images and re-trained 680 

on 7T cine images) are shown for the two subsets 1 (line): subset of whole volunteers 681 

(full=14, 7, 3, 1), 2 (dotted line): subset of random images with image numbers 682 

corresponding to first subset. In addition, there is one model (“esed”) trained using 683 

only end-systolic and end-diastolic images from all volunteers and a corresponding 684 

model trained with a number of random images equivalent to the “esed”-set. 685 

 686 
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